. An example of the data processing approach applied to build the WEIZMASS library. The spectra of chemical standard of Quercetin (MW = 302 Da) in the positive ionization mode is shown (a). Co-eluting peaks of chemical standards are grouped by peak shape correlation and annotated by the CAMERA R package (see main text Method section), after which they are processed and stored in the reference library by a dedicated software (b). All observed grouped peaks, apart from the lowest relative intensity ones (RI < 2), but including peaks which are not specifically annotated, are retained in the library for completeness.
An example of the data processing approach applied to build the WEIZMASS library. The spectra of chemical standard of Quercetin (MW = 302 Da) in the positive ionization mode is shown (a). Co-eluting peaks of chemical standards are grouped by peak shape correlation and annotated by the CAMERA R package (see main text Method section), after which they are processed and stored in the reference library by a dedicated software (b). All observed grouped peaks, apart from the lowest relative intensity ones (RI < 2), but including peaks which are not specifically annotated, are retained in the library for completeness.
Supplementary Figure 6.
Retention time (RT) distributions of fifteen chemical standards (and one impurity, dehydrotomatin) injected over the period of over a year. Retention time values were taken from 78 experiments using the same chromatographic conditions. The RT values of 15 chemical standards (plus one impurity) were extracted and the empirical distribution estimated and plotted in R using the 'density' function (with kernel smoothing of 0.2). The plots show either a normal or a slightly skewed normal distributions of RT values, indicating that normality can be assumed when analyzing RT data obtained with equivalent chromatographic conditions.
Supplementary Figure 7.
Deviations from the median RT for the sixteen chemical standards presented in Supplementary Fig. 6 above. On the X-axis, the median RT values for each experiment are plotted in a consecutive order and depicted on the Y-axis are the normalized RT values centered on the middle of the chromatographic run. Hence, shifts towards the negative Y-values represent earlier relative chromatographic elution, and shifts towards the positive Y-values represent later relative chromatographic elution. As evident, most of the deviations in RT are correlated across the different chemical standards (i.e. the chromatography shifts in a roughly uniform manner). Few exceptions are nonetheless evident, as in the case on the left side of the plot, where the beginning of the chromatography is eluting later than the middle and end parts, or on the right hand side, where an abrupt larger shift is seen for one metabolite (synapic acid) relative to the other metabolites. However, in general, we deduct that RT values display the same general trend over the whole chromatographic range, at least for the particular chromatography used in this study. (a)
Supplementary Figure 10 . X-Rank training results for specific ranks. Rank to rank frequencies are presented in each box and show the degree of consistency in the rank orderings (i.e. how well a rank keeps its position). The rank of the observed fragment is depicted on the X-axis and its mean frequency is depicted on the Y-axis. The frequency plots start with the first rank in the top left corner and end in the lower right corner (for the 30th rank). The plots corresponding with true matches (a) show that the higher ranks have a preference to keep their position, while plots corresponding with false matches (b) show a much lower tendency. The fact that a tendency to preserve higher rank positions is still evident even with false matches is likely due to the fact that some metabolites in the data share common sub-structures and therefore also tend to share key fragments.
Supplementary Figure 11.
Testing the X-Rank scoring model on a subset of the Mass Bank data set. The boxplot denotes the X-Rank model scores for the false matches (FM, corresponding with roughly 330,000 spectra pairs) and the true matches (TM, corresponding with roughly 2,000 spectra pairs), with the upper and lower whiskers denoting the maximum and minimum X-Rank scores, excluding outliers. Most of the scores corresponding with false matches are negative, while scores corresponding with true matches are positive. A scoring threshold is observed around the zero score (dotted horizontal line). Using this threshold to divide the two above groups resulted in a sensitivity value of 0.95 and a specificity value of 0.97 for group classification.
Supplementary Figure 12.
Testing the X-Rank model performance using MS E with energy ramp. Observed fragments of the metabolite Tryptophan (MW = 204) were used to examine the differences in X-Rank scores for true matches between MS/MS derived fragments (left boxplot), fragments acquired in the MS E mode with energy ramp (middle boxplot) and false matches with other metabolites (right boxplot), with the upper and lower whiskers denoting the maximum and minimum X-Rank scores, excluding outliers. For MS/MS data, seven different spectra of Tryptophan were taken from the Mass Bank DB, giving 21 unique spectra pairs. The spectra pairs were than ranked and scored by the model. For the 'Ramp' evaluation, a single experimental spectra was paired with the seven MS/MS derived spectra, and was scored by the same model. The false match scores were calculated using the cross-matches between all other spectra in the Mass Bank data set (see description of the module in the supplementary note), including some structurally similar to Tryptophan (608 entries in total, resulting in 24353 pairs when matched to the seven MS/MS derived spectra of Tryptophan). The results show that the X-Rank scores for MS/MS and 'Ramp' fragments are comparable, indicating that, at least in this case, important fragment information was retained also in MS E with energy ramp data. The difference in X-Rank scores between the true matches (left and middle panels) and the false matches control (right) is clear. However, some false matches did get exceptional X-Rank scores, e. These plots indicate that library search results for investigated plants are not restricted to botanical relatives of the investigated species, but independent of it, and are coming from very diverse genera.
Supplementary Table 1.
Comparison of WEIZMASS and the ReSpect DB. The sums of 'High resolution spectra' relate to the complete library (WEIZMASS) and to the number of spectra originating from measurements on a QTOF-MS instrument (ReSpect DB). 'Metabolites' denotes the sums of unique SMILES strings in both libraries (*ReSpect DB has additional 84 entries with corrupted SMILES strings which were not counted and the WEIZMASS library has one structurally identical pair). 'Chemical formulas' denotes the sums of unique chemical formulas in both libraries. 'Identical' denotes the sum of WEIZMASS metabolites for which an identical match in the ReSpect DB was found (**comparison considers compounds with a Tanimoto similarity index of one as identical, which can include stereo-isomers). Finally, the percent of spectra derived from authentic chemical standards is given based on the published data 1 ; yet, the actual amount of data derived from chemical standards in the ReSpect DB was difficult to determine. Table 2 . Data corresponding with one pool of chemical standards in the WEIZMASS library. The metabolites are sorted and ordered according to RT windows provided by the vendor ('RT.Window'). The 'ESI-' and 'ESI+' columns contain the observed RT in either the negative ionization (NI) or the positive ionization (PI) MS modes, respectively. Note that the observed RT does not always fully correspond with the windows' order, e.g.: metabolite CID73635 (line 13, RT window 11) in the NI mode eluted earlier than metabolite CID45359991 (line 11, RT window 10). Comparison of annotation performance between MatchWeiz and other software. High-resolution LC-MS data (obtained from tomato extracts), acquired using a high resolution XEVO QTOF MS (Waters), was used. The other software included: an in-house "naïve" search, applied using two search tolerance settings and the commercial software Progenesis QI (Waters). The retrieval rates ('TPR') were calculated using a set of 15 metabolites confidently identified in the tomato skin tissue. The overall sum of annotation candidates per software ("Overall candidates") denotes the numbers of candidates returned after filtering out candidates below a scoring threshold (MatchWeiz and Progenesis-QI) and taking just the top scoring hit in cases of multiple annotations. The highest retrieval rates (in bold) were achieved by MatchWeiz and the "naïve" search (with liberal search settings). Below, Relative Ranking Position (RRP) 3 values were calculated for each of the 15 validation metabolites, denoted by their PubChem CIDs, with numbers in brackets showing the sum of multiple annotations per compound (for the "naïve" approach, only these sums were calculated). In all 14 metabolites retrieved by MatchWeiz, the true hit was ranked first (RRP=0), while in six out of 15 hits by Progenesis QI, the true hit had worse ranks, preventing a successful annotation. See main text Methods section for further details. Table 7 . Choosing the best pair interaction model. Pair interactions represent possible dependence between any of the predictive variables: "coverage", "mainIon", "principalIon", "adducts", "isoConfirmed" (i.e.: "isotope decomposition"), "fragments", "crossRef" and "rtPenalty". Overall, 28 such pairs exist and for each pair a 1000 fold cross validation was applied. The average test results are summarized in the table: 'Recall' denotes the sum of true positive annotations to the sum of true positive and false negative annotations, 'Precision' denotes the sum of true positive annotations to the total sum of true and false positive annotations. The false discovery rate ('FDR') is complementary to precision and the 'F1-measure' is commonly defined as the harmonic mean between the precision and recall, representing the balance between the two measures. The interaction pair: "mainIon-fragments", having the highest recall and F1-measures, was chosen for inclusion in the scoring model. The results without interactions ('base model') are given at the bottom for reference. where MAD is the mean absolute deviation and qt is the computed quantile for the t-distribution using DF degrees of freedom.
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After outlier removal, the model is re-built using the remaining data. The confidence interval is re-computed using the updated residuals and a user specified confidence level (by default is set to 95%, see e.g. Supplementary Fig. 8 ). The model is finally stored as an R object and is used by MatchWeiz in the following manner: the observed RT values are globally shifted by a value equal to the offset of the model and the RT tolerance for peak-to-peak RT matching to the reference library is estimated from the model's confidence interval for the residuals. The acronym used for this module is 'RT correction'. and RT values are used in accordance with the two modules described above: the mass tolerance for mass-to-mass matching is estimated on a per peak basis by the mass error model and the observed RT is shifted using the RT correction model. The tolerance window for RT matching is set automatically using the RT correction model (see description of module 1). Once all observed peaks are exhaustively checked for any possible match (as there can be several matches for each individual peak), the peaks which match a particular reference library metabolite are grouped into an annotation object to be further evaluated. Groups containing less than a set amount of members (the default is two) are discarded at this point, to reduce the number of false hits.
Module 3: Optimized isotope decomposition filter. The inclusion of isotopic pattern data can
greatly reduce the search space and the amount of false matches during the mass-to-mass annotation process 5 . However, there is usually a large number of probable chemical formulas to be explored even after isotope peaks are decomposed, often too many to check exhaustively, especially in the higher mass values. For example: a metabolite with a theoretical monoisotopic mass of 522.21 Da, decomposed by using the first three isotope peaks, with mass error tolerance of 5 ppm, resulted in 1144 possible formulas (using the 'Rdisop' R package). Allowing a slightly more liberal mass tolerance of 15 ppm nearly triples the number of possible formulas. This creates a computational limitation to using the method since the correct chemical formula can be found in a non-realistic position in the candidate formula list. We therefore created a heuristic model, based on two previously described filters 6 , in order to minimize the number of false candidate formulas aimed specifically for the detection of natural products. Initially, we conducted a test to examine the precision of the isotope pattern decomposition using a set of chemical standards (i.e. the chemical formula was known). The test was conducted using a data set containing 275 chemical standards injected in the PI mode and 250 chemical standards injected in the NI mode (data set described before 4 ). The molecular ion corresponding with each chemical standard was decomposed using the observed isotopes in the injection of the chemical standard and the size of ranked list of potential chemical formulas was measured and was also string matched to find the rank of the true chemical formula. The average length of the candidate formula list for the data set in the PI mode was 1503, the average rank of the correct formula was 44 and the maximum rank 6737. The evaluation was then repeated with the data set injected in the NI mode, for which the average length of the candidate formula list was 1302, the average rank for the correct formula was five and the maximum rank for the correct formula 267. The difference in statistics between the two ionization modes is not clear, and might be related to a difference in instrumental mass accuracy or to differences in sensitivity between the two modes. However, both tests indicate that in many cases the correct chemical formula is ranked in a much lower rank than it should be and therefore can be completely missed out. Our suggested heuristics to improve the utilization of isotope pattern decomposition is: a) to model the intensity ratios between the second (M+1) and first (M) isotope peaks ('M+1/M' ratio) in order to predict the Carbon and Hydrogen atom counts in the true chemical formula; and b) apply the Hydrogen to Carbon ratio for natural products rule 6 .
To apply the first filter, a linear regression model was built that relates the sums of Hydrogen and Carbon atoms in each metabolite to the observed 'M+1/M' ratio in the data set of 275 chemical standards injected in the PI mode, described above. We found the correlation meaningful (R 2 = 0.93, p-value < 2.2e-16). The filter is then applied in the following manner:
observed isotopes of an unknown chemical formula are decomposed and the list of potential formulas generated by the 'Rdisop' package is analyzed and, based on the Carbon and Hydrogen atom counts in each candidate formula, the possible 'M+1/M' theoretical ratio is predicted as well as the two-sided confidence interval for the prediction. Next, candidate formulas for which the observed 'M+1/M' ratio is within the predicted theoretical range are kept and passed on to the next filter.
The second filter constrains the Hydrogen to Carbon ratio in the candidate formula to the range of 0.2 to 3.1 (this range corresponds with about 99% of known natural products 6 ). Chemical formulas deviating from this ratio range are removed from the list of potential candidates.
We next tested the performance of the filters using the previously described data set of 250 chemical standards injected in the NI mode. Using both filters, the average length of the candidate formula list was scaled down from 1302 to 44 and the average rank of the correct chemical formula was lowered from 5 to 2.2. As an external validation data set, 327 chemical standards randomly sampled from the WEIZMASS reference library were taken. This validation set represents a stricter test case, as nearly none of the metabolites in that set were used in the training set, and the average mass values are higher than those in the training data set. However, the validation still shows the utilization of the method: the average length of the candidates list was reduced from 10320 to 298 and the average rank of the correct formula lowered from 292 to 14.
The two filters were implemented as a module in the annotation pipeline in the following manner: if an isotope pattern is observed, it is analyzed using the chemical formula of the putative annotation. In cases where the putative chemical formula passes both filters, a score is given according to the rank of the formula in the filtered candidate list, or else a null value is returned (representing a false hit). The distribution of the correct formulas in the validation data set was used to set the empirical maximum rank limit (maxrank) and the empirical standard deviation (SD)
for the ranks (using the 99% quantile; maxrank=163 and SD=47). The score is finally computed by the probability of the filtered rank using the half-normal distribution, which gives a score in the range from zero to one. The acronym used for this module is 'Isotope decomposition'.
Module 4: Fragment matching with "X-Rank". X-Rank, a robust method for spectra matching using MS/MS fragments which supports cross platform identification 2,7 addresses the problem of high variability inherent to MS based fragmentation. The method uses the ranks of fragments instead of absolute or relative intensities in order to evaluate a match between an observed and a reference mass spectra. The method is based on a scoring model which can be trained by fragmentation data sets of known compounds. The X-Rank algorithm describes two models 2 : one computes the probability that a fragment peak with a given rank exists in the reference spectrum, and the second computes the conditional probability of a match between a fragment with a given rank in the reference spectrum to the rank of that fragment in the observed spectrum, given the probability that the fragment exists in the reference spectrum. The match is then expressed as the log likelihood ratio between the null hypothesis (the match between the two spectra is random) and the alternative (a correct match). The X-Rank algorithm was originally developed for GC-MS data and later applied to LC-MS based MS/MS fragmentation inside the Metlin database 7 , but has not been applied to non-specific fragmentation such as resulting from MS E . To utilize X-Rank, we trained a scoring function using public LC-MS derived MS/MS data downloaded from the MassBank database (http://www.massbank.jp) and then tested it on fragmentation data generated by MS E . Three data sets were downloaded using the following criteria: instrument type was set to"LC-ESI-QTOF MS", MS type set to "MS2" and MS ionization mode set to either "Positive" or "Negative". Of the 3664 downloaded spectra, corresponding with 610 metabolites, we kept only metabolites with more than three experimental MS/MS spectra which contain at least six mass fragments each, leaving 3077 spectra (corresponding to 500 metabolites) in the training data set.
The MS/MS data was next converted to lists of m/z and intensity values sorted by intensity (i.e. the fragment ranks). The training data set was next split into two parts that were used for training and a third part used for testing while the final model was trained using the complete data set. The training results are presented in Supplementary Fig. 9 and Supplementary Fig. 10 , and correspond well with the published results 2 . Testing the applicability of the model on subsets of the data resulted in a good separation between true and false spectra matches, with a sensitivity of 0.95 and a specificity of 0.97 (Supplementary Figure 11) . However, the application of a model trained on selective MS/MS fragmentation to a non-specific fragmentation such as generated by MS E with energy ramp, is not trivial. Therefore, evaluations were performed in order to see if the additional level of noise, the lower dynamic range and the potential absence of important fragments do not render the X-Rank algorithm useless. The results of our evaluation ( Supplementary Fig. 12) indicate that the X-Rank scoring method can perform well also in the context of non-specific fragmentations. Thus, the X-Rank scoring model was used to evaluate fragmentation matches between the reference library spectra and observed fragments. The output of this module is either a positive value (corresponding with a true match) a negative value (corresponding with a false match), or zero (corresponding with the absence of MS E fragments). The acronym used for this module is 'Fragment matching'. Next, the mass difference between the observed peak and the corresponding theoretical value is calculated in order to evaluate the quality of the match based on the mass measurement error. The one sided normal distribution is used to compute the probability score for a true match using an estimated standard deviation of 6 ppm. This value was derived from the empirical distribution of mass measurement errors over the WEIZMASS library when taking just the principal or molecular ions in both MS ionization modes, and is close to the designated mass accuracy of the instrument used (5 ppm). Next, an identical procedure is applied for the principal ion, if found.
To check that an observed molecular ion is not a fragment of another metabolite with a higher molecular mass, the software verifies that the peak's intensity in the low energy channel is not lower than the corresponding peak in the high energy channel. In cases where a principal ion is detected, this control is applied to the principal ion instead of the molecular ion. The output of this module is the complement value to the half-normal probability of the observed mass measurement error, giving a value on the range from zero to one. The acronym for this module is 'Main/principal ions'.
Module 6: Matching of annotated adducts. Some reference library metabolites contain additional annotated mass signals besides the molecular and principal ions (e.g.: dimers, sodium or formic acid adducts, loss of a sugar or water, etc.). When these ion species are detected in a sample, an additional score is added, based on the observed mass measurement error relative to the theoretical mass value of the specific adduct. The R packages 'CHNOSZ' 8 and 'Rdisop' 5 are used to enumerate the chemical formulas and calculate the theoretical masses of the annotated adducts.
The complement value to the probability on the half-normal distribution, with standard deviation of mass error set to 6 ppm, is used to compute the individual adduct scores. The computed scores for all adducts are then summed up to give the total module score on the continuous positive scale. The acronym used for this module is 'Adducts'. from the reference library RT using the normal distribution. Next, the direction of the observed RT difference is compared with the overall trend of the chromatography (corresponding with the sign of the offset parameter in the RT correction model) and cases in which an opposite shift in RT is detected are doubly penalized. The motivation for the double penalty is that chromatographic peaks which shift in an opposite direction to the overall trend are less likely to be true hits, but are not completely improbable (as observed in our examinations of standard mixes, Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
However, these cases will be discouraged, in terms of scoring. The output of this module is a scoring value on the continuous positive range. The acronym for this module is 'RT penalty'.
Module 9: Coverage of observed peaks. This module returns the fraction of observed peaks out of the total number of peaks related to the metabolite in the reference library. The output of this module is a value on the range from zero to one. The acronym used for this module is 'Peak coverage'.
